
Show product in use, 
in various
applications

Customer submitted 
photos

Syndicated content 
from

partners/influencers partners/influencers 

Highlight product use 
by influencers

Advertising budget  
~$20/day (Not
constant)

Iconosquare
Instagram Analytics  

$150/yr

Rafflecopter
Contest operation Contest operation 
and e-mail list 
building

$84/mo (not used 
continuously)

Freelance Freelance 
by-the-post blog 

writing
Pricing varies

Google Analytics
Shows traffic
patterns and
validates media validates media 
strategies
Free

Utilize for news
distribution, direct 

marketing,
communications and 
customer service

Use taglines to lure 
readers to other content 
areas like Facebook, 

blog, etc.

Blogs on
industry-related 
topics, led to by 
previews on
Pinterest

Tips and tricks for Tips and tricks for 
maximizing the 
enjoyment of
products

Teasers for 
up-coming events, 
products and
announcementsannouncements

Catchy tips and 
tricks about the 
product segment

Infographics

Advertising budget  
TBD.

Incorporate product 
images/video

Encourage customers, 
partners and others to 
communicate through 

Twitter

Reach out to potential Reach out to potential 
customers

Distribute product info, 
event updates and 

general announcements

Live-tweet
product updates
(And Periscope,(And Periscope,
possibly)

Lead back to site with 
catchy graphics/ads

Advertising budget  
$4-$5/day

Theme: Superior product and excellent visual
representation

Guest expert blogs and 
other professional-level 

content

Business related news

Regular updates directly 
from the ownership

Target corporate
decision-makers with decision-makers with 
advertising campaigns

Advertising budget  
$10/day

B

In-house articles on 
products

Viral blog content

Messages from partners

Announcements

Current product
features

New productNew product
introduction

Communicate and 
market

business-to-business

Share information and 
direct readers to buy 

product

LinkedIn

Facebook

Goals

Instagram

Expenses

Twitter Pinterest

Direct line of
communication with
consumers and the 
public at-large

What we intend to
accomplish for you

Appealing shots of 
product in use and 

typical users to attract 
individual consumers 

to the brand.

Options and services 
we recommend

Script postings for the 
major theme 

(high-quality product)

Product demos and 
in-use shots

Live interviews about 
customer experiences

Event updates and Event updates and 
footage

Industry-related viral 
videos/content

Advertising budget  
$5-$10/day

Build presence on viable 
social networks

Push blog content

Route traffic back to 
store

Build social following

Leverage influencers to Leverage influencers to 
push message further

Show sales traffic 
through calls/online 

store

Become a source for 
viral content

Demonstrate ROI Demonstrate ROI 
through resulting sales

Market mostly to the 
public through the 

internet

Immediate

In six months

In one year
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